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Introduction

 1999 – Maharashtra Water and Irrigation Commission speaks 
about statutory provisions to be made to supply water from 
the public canal systems to the water users associations on 
volumetric basis.

 2002 – National Water Policy of India talks about 
involvement of farmers in equitable distribution of water and 
management of the public irrigation systems.

 2005 – Maharashtra passes an egalitarian law: the 
Maharashtra Management of Irrigation Systems by Farmers 
Act, part of a series of water sector reforms in the early 2000s.

 2006 – MMISFA rules formulated; implementation starts.



Introduction…contd
 Presently 15 states in India currently have different 

legislation on the Participatory Irrigation Management 
(PIM)

 Studies show that the PIM needs a high level of community 
engagement, training, capacity building etc

 In Maharashtra, a few good successful examples of 
MMISFA throw important lessons that WUAs are 
sustainable if they go beyond water use and distribution 
and evolve into growth engines

 This decade is important for the implementation of the 
MMISFA

 Water budgeting, water use efficiency needed in climate 
change era



Introduction, contd…
 Context in which the VIDC-MSE&PP MoU was signed in 

August 2018: poor implementation of the MMISF in the 
command areas of the irrigation projects in Vidarbha. 

 Preliminary study shows WUAs were existent only on 
paper; communities had no knowledge or stakes.

 This is a pan-Maharashtra phenomenon, save exception.

 The project areas: Lower Wardha and Gosekhurd
Irrigation projects; Both are Centrally Sponsored.

 Scope: 422 WUAs in Gosekhurd; 138 in Lower Wardha

 Another 80-plus on distributary, canal and command 
level WUAs in a federated structure.

 Cumulatively, about 2.5 lakh farming households and 
300,000 hectare land

 Financial Outlay for this project is from Command Area 
Development non structural component 



Scope and Geographical area
 Both Gosekhurd and Lower Wardha projects are 

situated in the lagging region of Vidarbha and in the 
Godavari basin.

 Gosekhurd project is in Bhandara district, built on the 
perennial river Wainganga, in a high rainfall zone, 
spread over nearly four districts including Chandrapur, 
Nagpur, and Gadchiroli (Irrigation Potential: 2.5 L.Ha)

 Lower Wardha is in Wardha district on the Wardha 
river, in a moderate rainfall zone, spread over four 
tehsils. (Irrigation Potential: 65,000 ha)



Period: MoU
 The MoU signed in July 2018 was for a period of two 

years; MSEPP was given an extension of six months 
within the same financial outlay in view of the Covid-
19 pandemic-driven restrictions March-July 2020

 The project officially ends on January 31, 2021.

 Targets and goals partially achieved



Some key positions adopted by the Vidardbha Irrigation 
Development Corporation (VIDC)

 Improving  the financial viability of existing irrigation 
infrastructure 

 Increasing the investment in creating planning capacity 
of participating WUAs  

 Performance based allocation in infrastructure engaging 
financial viability, rationalized taxation and strict 
monitoring 

 Institutional strengthening and human capital 
development under participatory irrigation management 

 Monitoring of  the reform process and project 
performance

 Interface between VIDC and WUAs



Development Interventions: MSEPP’s Rationale

 MSE-PP operate as a knowledge and execution partner 
with the formal State agencies.

 MSE-PP believes academia has to enter into a ‘new 
deal’ approach vis-à-vis development challenges.

 MSE-PP puts empirics based inquiry at the heart of 
academic probe.

 As a new institutional setup with an enriched legacy, 
our focus is on sector specific challenges for 
disenfranchised and vulnerable sections of the society.



Engagement with the VIDC: Three Verticals

1. Institutional strengthening of Water Users Associations (WUAs) 
in consonance with the spirit of Maharashtra Management of 
Irrigation System by Farmers Act 2005, and Rules 2006:

 through effective and sustainable formation of water user 
collectives

 by leveraging select principles of Governance of common pool 
resources (CPR) (Ref: late Prof Elinor Ostrom)

 based on incentive-driven apparatus that would target greater 
irrigation efficiency and adaptive farming practices

 Using social capital for Mutually Beneficial Collective Action



Engagement with the VIDC: Three Verticals

2. Institutionalized introduction of extension purpose 
integrated with the WUAs in the command areas

Examples, but not limited to -

 Farmers Producer Companies

 Group Farming

 Collective Procurement

 Community-driven Processing and Value addition 
systems

 Integrated allied income generating activities



Engagement with the VIDC: Three Verticals

3. Prototype Design at the State and National Level 
based on

 Extensive field research based documentation

 Strong monitoring and evaluation reviews

 Engagement with a coalition of private and public 
sector partners   

 Bringing in much-needed flexibility in the agency 
towards integration of physical infrastructure with the 
social infrastructure created by WUAs.



Project Implementation
 Headed by Project Coordinator at MSEPP

 Senior fellow and fellow of MSEPP steer the ground work 
and research under Project Coordinator’s direction and in 
close coordination with VIDC chief engineer

 Both project staff headed by Project Level Coordinators 
(Two in this case) – they coordinate the efforts alongside 
the VIDC Executive Engineers

 Teams of mobilisers led by Group Level Coordinators work 
in unison and coordination on different key result areas 
alongside VIDC junior and deputy engineers

 A steering committee headed by VIDC Executive Director 
reviews the progress periodically



Context & Mandate-Regulatory Apparatus  

 Institutional strengthening through setting up 670 
plus Water User Associations (WUAs) is a major 
attempt at participatory irrigation management

 This would require large scale participation by the 
Water Users/farmers in respective command areas

 This also denotes initiating a process of formalization 
among the water users that are at present operating on 
an informal basis

 To ensure efficient management of available 
quantum of water and to ensure efficacy of the 
usage of that water are two different components

 Current CADA principles are therefore aware of the 
need for a complementary extension services along 
with the institutional infrastructure of WUAs



Our observations at the start
MMISF Act 2005
 Beyond Legality: Self-enforcing governance structures need 

to be put in place
 Self-governance is a costly public good and is undersupplied 

by market
 Structure of self governance to be constructed through 

community mobilization and handholding
 To ensure viability of self governance and collective action, 

financial incentives to be ensured through proper backward 
and forward integration with input and product markets ( 
sourcing of agri inputs as well as linking with agri-produce 
markets) 

 Federated structure of WUAs is another crucial ingredient 
to ensure scalability of backward and forward product 
linkages. 



Context & Mandate-Our Approach

Preliminary probe of success stories in Water Users 

Association formation and their operational efficiency 

reveals attributes such as:

 Demand Driven Governance

 Proper Incentive Structure including Extension 
Services

 Early Identification of Leadership

 Participatory Stakeholder-ship and

 Collective Action in the Design Process for Internal 
Regulations



Our Field Approach
 Developing our own Dash-Sutri – a Ten-Step training 

programme for WUAs’ strengthening

 Our teams focus on consistent interaction and 
deliberations at the village level

 Coordinating  interface management between WUAs 
and formal state agencies

 Evolving rules of the game consultatively with the 
entire spectrum of stake holders

 Handholding to ensure  smooth transitions through 
various institutional time lines

 Developing backward and forward linkages with input 
and output markets   



Operationalizing WUAs
 Project operates in the command areas of lower 

Wardha and Gosekhurd projects ( approx.300,000  
hectares), 2.5 lakh families, five districts.

 Project started in October 2018

 Mobilization and handholding of WUAs by VIDC and 
MSEPP 

 About 40 committed professionals ( Economists, 
Agricultural Scientists, Social Workers, Trainers,  
Local Community Mobilizes) operating in the field



Our Approach
Reach Out (Initial Contact)

Probe Social Landscape

Identify Key Actors/Social Facilitators

Implement Contact Cycles

Receive Details

Assess Existing Procedural Status

Deploy Joint Networks



Our Approach

 Integrated Contact Cycles

 Ground Intelligence Based Mobilization

 Interlocked Training Modules

 Initiation of Early Convergence Mechanisms
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Official Benchmarks

 Formation and Setting up of the WUAs in lieu of 
MMISFA:

 * Operations & Maintenance

 * Water budgeting and crop management 

 * Water Tariff – fixation and collection

 * Equitable and efficient water distribution

 * Conflict resolution

 This effectively means that the WRD has handed over 
over the physical assets to the Community collective



Official Key Result Areas
 Notifications: 1, 2, and 3.

 Demarcation of Minor Command Areas.

 Registration of WUAs: gazette notification etc.

 Election process: 75 days, including reading out of the voters list, 
cleaning of the list, and rectification of objections etc.

 Elections: Formation of Executive Body; election of directors, 
including women.

 Opening of Bank Account.

 Handing over of the Command to WUAs: agreement.

 Construction of WUAs Offices and handing over of non-
structural grant.

 The Executive Fiat of formation of WUAs is with the WRD.



MSEPP’s Design Principles

 We rely on sound theoretical principles: including that 
of Nobel Laureate Elinor Ostrom (Governing the 
Commons)

 Focus not just on Economic tangibles; we also deploy 
sound Sociological knowledge including Social Capital

 Focus on bringing about Mutually Beneficial 
Community Action (MBCA) in WUA functioning

 Involves training in almost every aspect of making the 
WUAs functional in lieu of the MMISFA 2005.



MSEPP’s Design Principle

 Translating theory into Mutually Beneficial Collective 
Action for Social and Enonomic growth

 Flexibility and pragmatism reinforced by real time 
feedback from our ground staff

 Collective brain storming, within and with WUAs

 Building bridges between VIDC and Communities

 Sustained ground trothing and dialogue

 Study of best practices all over the world and building 
network within and outside the command areas.



Key Lessons and Findings

 Initial mobilization done; but long way to go for 
capacity building to achieve water use efficiency.

 Physical Infrastructure far from complete.

 Actual water delivery lower than promised.

 Complete lack of CAD – No clarity on who will develop 
the command areas with regard to agriculture and 
allied sector – farm to fork chain; other government 
agencies virtually absent in the command areas.

 Both the command areas have no cross-regional 
exchanges on water use, agri-allied growth, etc.

 Socially and economically, lagging regions.



Priorities, moving forward
 Two Verticals: One is to fulfill the main mandate of 

accomplishing formation and strengthening of WUAs 
up-to their federated command level structures, as 
well as achieving all the KRAs such as construction of 
offices, handing over, and delivery of non-structural 
grants, and intensive village level training.

 Second vertical is to leverage collective strength to 
float demonstrative social and economic models of 
aggregation, crop and allied sector diversification, 
processing and value addition, with farm to market 
integration. Envisioning WUAs as service providers.



Priorities, moving forward

 Institutional strengthening of WUAs

 A – Opening of bank accounts.

 B – Accessing institutional operational grants.

 C – Construction of WUA offices.

 D – Handing over and Taking  over of infrastructure.

 E – Streamlining of the Internal Processes.

 F – Audit and Accounts of the WUAs.

 G – Deepening-Widening of participation of WUAs.



Priorities, moving forward

 Contiguous spatial planning – of land and resources

 Unified central command to bring about convergence

 Inter-departmental and cross-disciplinarian efforts to 
boost the convergence for income growth, crop 
diversification, allied sector activities, sustainable and 
climate resilient practices, and market linkages

 Two command areas need to be declared as growth 
focus regions for private and public investments



Continued…

Investment and institutional engagement needed in:

• Crop diversification (demand-driven cultivation)

• Reinforcement of Horticulture Mission

• Animal Husbandry initiatives

• Construction of godowns, cold-storages, etc

• Aggregation of commodities

• Some peculiar Gosekhurd command area 
opportunities include of but not limited to Inland 
Fisheries, Sericulture, and Aquaponics

• Formation of FPOs or FPCs wherever desired



MSEPP’s Focus
 Design academic outputs along with the social action 

research

 Design a diploma programme for water user farmers in 
business management, basic economics

 Institute internships for Post Graduate students and 
researchers in water use and management

 Develop a book-length narrative on the current project

 Suggest policy gaps and prescriptions to Mah. Govt. in 
implementation of the MMISFA, 2005



Our lessons
 Setting up of a sustainable WUA model is not only time 

consuming, but needs convergence of energies of varied 
expertise and government departments

 Creating social infrastructure will require patience 

 In a region like Vidarbha, where altruism prevails and per 
capita risk taking ability and personal drive is low, farm and 
allied sector growth will be slow and gradual

 Since the executive fiat for setting up of WUAs is with the 
WRD, the department needs to give a massive thrust in 
training of its engineers in the MMISFA

 Quality of physical infrastructure will determine the 
success of community participation.

 Lack of clarity in Maharashtra on Command Area Devpt.



In charts: Where do we stand today?

Projects Gosekhurd IP Lower Wardha IP

Total WUAs (Mandate) 422 (Likely to be revised 
upwards)

138

Formed and 
Operationalised

Nearly 200 108

Under Formation (Most 
will be formed in 2021-22)

222 30

Handed Over 59 45

MSEPP Presence and 
network in:

All 350 (Nearly 1600 
villages; three districts)

All 138 (Nearly 250 
villages)



Meetings and Training Programs

Project Gosekhurd Lower Wardha

Meetings taken(Formal 
and Informal from 
November  1, 2018 to 
January, 2021)

Nearly 5000 meetings 
including small and big 
cluster level training 
programmes and 
conferences

Nearly 1000

Engagement Very Profuse (Daily 
contact cycles)

Same as in Gosekhurd



Part II

Sustaining WUAs

Markets, incentives and the sustainability of collective action



The fragility of collective action

• By and large, self-monitoring  WUAs have not been sustainable 

• Transaction costs of ensuring successful collective action can be very 
high 

• Need to be offset by adequate and reasonably certain current and 
future financial returns  for individuals members of WUAs 



Existing Strengths:

• WUAs an effective channel of communication with farmer groups ; 
communication easier with groups rather than individuals

• VIDC-MSEPP jointly engaged in building and strengthening farmer 
groups ; ground level networks in place

• Capacity creation groundwork done 

• Extensive reach already established (nearly 550 WUAs with almost 
250,000 farm households over 3.00 lakh hectares under irrigation ) 



Stabilising WUAs

• Risk mitigation through building a portfolio of outputs (market 
viability of specific portfolios to be determined by suitable market 
research) 

• Hiring professional expertise whenever necessary

• Collective farm mechanization

• Organisational structure to emphasize WUA as an instrument for 
individual betterment rather than a goal by and in itself.

• Basically envisioning WUAs as service providers and institutional 
partners in agri-allied value chain



Situating WUAs Strategically 

• Important to strategically situate WUAs to optimize backward and 
forward linkages with product and input markets

• Benchmarks for efficient and equitable use of Water by WUAs 
(MMISF 2005  Act)

• Progressive and active farmer-members within the WUAs to form the 
core of network of backward and forward links

• Backward and forward links could consist of aggregation of purchases 
and sale, processing, grading etc. 

• Evolving a strategy for building value chains for farm and allied sector 
boost – for income augmentation and social upliftment

• Roping in new institutional partners: both within and outside the 
governments



Going forward…

• VIDC, the host agency, and the WRD of Maharashtra government are 
convinced about and happy with the MSE&PP approach

• In view of the Covid-19 affecting four months of our work, gave an 
initial extension of six months in August 2020 in light of the savings 
we achieved while implementing the project

• The project has completed 2.5 years in the initial budgetary outlay.

• Given the fact that MSEPP’s mandate is consequent and incumbent 
upon the statutory clearances and procedures of formation to be 
formalized by the VIDC and looking at the massive expanse of the 
area, the project requires a further extension to consolidate the work



What Next….

• MSEPP is given to understand that the VIDC moved a proposal for an 
extension to this project and further engagement with MSEPP, before 
the Regulatory Board of the WRD and a decision is pending.’

• Our project officially ends on January 21, 2021.



Professor Neeraj Hatekar addressing one of the day-long conventions of the WUA directors at Mul (Chandrapur, in 2020 Jan)



Thank You


